The paternal genome in mouse zygotes is less sensitive to ENU mutagenesis than the maternal genome.
The two parental genomes lie separate within the zygote and may be differentially affected by environmental influences. We have shown earlier (Russell et al., 1988) that the maternal genome within the mouse zygote is exquisitely sensitive to the induction of point mutations by N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU), and that the initial lesion probably occurs in one strand of the DNA. The present experiment measured specific-locus mutation induction in the paternal genome. Zygotes containing a multiple-recessive maternal genome (a; b; p cch; d se; s) and the corresponding wild-type alleles in the paternal one were exposed to 50 mg ENU/kg in vivo at one of two stages: the presumed times of sperm entry and early pronuclear stage. At weaning age, the resulting mice were examined for mutations at the marked loci as well as for other mutations producing externally visible phenotypes. At the marked loci, one possible mosaic (for b) was observed among 2113 classified offspring that had been treated with ENU as zygotes; this animal failed to transmit a mutation. By contrast, in the reciprocal cross (which tests the maternal genome) we had observed 8 specific-locus mutations (6 of them mosaics) among 1555 offspring that had received the same dose of ENU during sperm entry (and completion of oocyte meiosis II). In the present experiment, we also found one mutation at other loci (two at other loci in the reciprocal cross). The frequency of offspring with small white belly spots was significantly greater in the treated groups (3.5 and 1.9% at the earlier and later stage, respectively) than in the control (1.0%), the excess being almost entirely due to daughters. Genetic tests of a large number of such offspring failed to find a genetic cause. Instead, it appears that this phenotype may be influenced by factors in the intrauterine environment. It is concluded that shortly after sperm entry, the paternal genome of the zygote is less sensitive than the maternal one to the induction of mutations by ENU.